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This essay proposes the establishment of an organization
called “MJP” (MeJew Prosecutors) whose aim is to
assemble scientific evidence against the MeJews (i.e.
Massively Exploitative, Massively Evil Jews, such as the
Jewish central debt banksters, who rob western populations
of half of their taxes; Jewish Neocons, who bribe the US
government to go to war with Israel’s enemies and force
US tax payers to foot the bills at trillions of dollars per war,
etc.) The MeJew central banksters have so indebted the US
that they have destroyed a beautiful country. Their ability
to print money has corrupted the US government so totally,
that it is no longer a democracy, it is a slave to Israel, a
Zionocracy.
Thanks to information on the internet, westerners, and
especially Americans, are waking up to these horrible
crimes and are getting very angry and learning to fight back,
to take back their countries, especially in the US and UK,
which do not have MeJew imposed “hate speech” (a.k.a.
suppression of criticism of MeJews.)

The aim of the MJP is to assemble experts in the fields of
history, politics, political science, the hard sciences, and
especially lawyers, to prosecute these MeJew criminals and
strip them of their power, so that real democracy and real
economic wealth can be restored to those countries the
MeJews have stolen. Members of the MJP should be
professors, researchers, activists, publicists, journalists, etc
who are committed to ridding their countries of the MeJews
and their agents.
The global headquarters of this organization will probably
be based in the US, since American citizens are the best
informed and the most energetic. It will need to be self
financed and self organized, and be very wary of
infiltration by MeJew paid provocateurs.
Its tasks would be the following –
1. Research and Education.
Scientifically and historically reputable evidence against
the crimes of the MeJews should be assembled and spread
across the world to rouse global public opinion against
them.
2. Legal Prosecution
Once the evidence exists, prominent MeJews should be
“taken down”, i.e. prosecuted by the law, preferably before

the International Criminal Court in the Hague, or at least
the national courts and be stripped of their power.
Other Goals of the MJP
The primary aim of the MJP as its very title intends, is to
prosecute MEjews, especially MEjew central debt
banksters, and MEjew Neocons, stripping them of their
power to massively abuse the Goy (i.e. non Jews). However,
there are other goals, as listed below.
a) Vote Out MEjew Financed Politicians
Once the MeJew central debt banksters are removed, the
politicians they have corrupted need to be voted out of
power. This should be assisted by publishing lists of money
given to them by the central debt banksters and the like,
and especially their voting records on matters relating to
support of Israel.
b) Cut US Support to Israel
Once the banksters and corrupted politicians have been
taken out, the new, non corrupt US politicians, should be
made by public pressure, to cut any support to Israel.
c) Strip US MEjews of their Power, Create Quotas
The US Jewish community, 2% of the US population, must
be stripped of their power. The Jews in general are
extremely tribal, loyal to their own community, with a long

history of exploiting and abusing the Goy (non Jews) in
favor of themselves. The most extreme example of this is
the MeJew central debt banksters. This would mean the
breaking up of MeJew monopolies in a string of institutions,
e.g. Hollywood, the media, the news services (Reuters,
Associated Press (AP)), Supreme Court, publishing
companies, etc. Quotas need to be imposed and a lesson
taught to the US Jewish community, that the US Goy, in
their 98% majority, will not tolerate being taken over by
the Jewish 2% and having their politicians and economy
parasited upon in the interests of the 2%
d) Help MJPs to be Established Worldwide
Once a thriving MJP has been established in the US, i.e.
once the pioneering work has been done, it will act as a
model for other MJPs to be established around the world.
The US MJP can help these newer MJPs to get off the
ground, with ideas, organizational help and money.
e) Create Counter Labels
The MEjew monopoly of Hollywood and the media in the
US (a deliberate policy of MEjews) has utterly brainwashed
the US public that it is taboo to criticize Jews. The usual
label used to silence criticism of Jews by the goy is “antiSemitic” which if you think about it is deeply sageist (i.e.
anti intellectual). No group should be singled out to be
uncriticizable. The fact that in many countries in Europe
(e.g. Germany, Austria, France, Denmark, Holland etc) as
well as in Canada, Australia, etc. it is against the law to

write the kind of thing I am writing here, shows how
powerful MEjews have become in these countries. It was
largely they who bribed national politicians and parties to
accept these so called “hate laws” ultimately to stifle
criticism of MEjews and their horrible crimes, all
camouflaged in a seemingly sounding tolerance towards
minority groups, e.g. homosexuals, Islamists, blacks, etc.
The record shows that it was MEjew organizations that
pushed the hardest for the establishment of such laws.
To counter the brainwashed force of the label “antisemitic” I have invented a few of my own. The most
powerful counter label is “MEjew” that I use throughout
this essay. Common sense says that most Jews are average
Joes, they are harmless, who do no harm to anyone, and
should not be abused. Jewish Nobel prize winners in
science, and in math, I have great admiration and respect
for, but I do have a real hatred against the MEjews for the
reasons given in this essay. Such hatred does not need any
justification. It is simply the natural reaction of anyone who
is sufficiently informed of their massive crimes. It is
impossible to remain indifferent to people who indirectly
are responsible for the deaths of literally hundreds of
millions of people.
A second label is “anti-goy”, which is self explanatory.
Many Jews are anti-goy. The Talmud is vitriolically antigoi, full of passages that express the hatred of the goy by its
Jewish writers. Jews will often emigrate in large numbers
to a country that initially is fairly tolerant of them, and a
mere half century later, it throws them out. Typically, the

behavior and attitudes of the Jews towards their hosts is so
anti-goy that it generates an anti-semitism in response. The
Jews cannot pretend that they are always the victims of
anti-Semitism, when in over 100 instances in Europe over
the past 1000 years, independently, they have been thrown
out. Obviously the problem lies with the Jews, and
especially their leaders, the MEjews. The label “antigoy” is
useful, because if some Jew dislikes the opinions of some
goy and hurls the label “youre an anti-Semite!” at him,
then the goy can immediately hurl back the label, “because
you and your people are so antigoy.”
Another counter label, that I introduce here is “goy baby”
which means a goy person who is as gullible as a baby in
believing such things as the MEjew propaganda that the
Jews have been innocent victims throughout history, that 6
million Jews were gassed at Auschwitz and other German
concentration camps etc. Goy babies are typically ignorant
of the level of control of MEjews in the major countries,
e.g. in the US, they don’t know that Hollywood is
dominated by MEjews, so are the major news outlets
(Reuters, Associated Press), the media, newspapers,
magazines, TV networks, radio stations, publishing
companies, the Supreme Court, the Congress, etc. The label
“goy baby” is useful, because it is an insult that can be
hurled at a brainwashed goy to motivate him to learn more
about the antigoyism of the MEjews. If an informed goy
hears a goy baby express some opinion that shows that the
goy baby thinks it is taboo to criticize Jews, especially
MEjews, then the informed goy can say to him “You sound
like a goy baby.” If this label, this insult, can catch on, then

it will motivate a lot of goy to become better informed
about the massive crimes of the MEjews. Goy will not like
being insulted by being labeled “goy babies” so will be
more open to criticizing Jews, especially MEjews, and this
will help the goy free themselves of the massive abuse by
MEjews.
f) Teach Jews that Anti-Goyism Generates Anti-Semitism
Pressure needs to be imposed on the US Jewish 2% that
they have succeeded in making themselves hated wherever
they have gone. Their track record over the past 1000 years
in Europe is truly appalling. As mentioned earlier, in over
100 different, independent instances, Jewish communities
have been thrown out, in country after country, century
after century. The lesson learned from this reality by the
host countries is that the Jews seem incapable of learning
that their behavior and attitudes towards their host
communities generate hatred against them due to their
deeply ingrained anti-Goyism, which generates an
opposing anti-Semitism. The historical record shows that
the Jews have usually failed to have peaceful relations with
their hosts, so they can only be controlled by their hosts.
The Jews in the US will need to be controlled, or be banned
on a case by case basis. Quotas will be essential.
Once the MJP has come into being, it will need to create its
own institutions, e.g. website, conferences, educational
videos, funders, lobbyists, a publishing house for books and
pamphlets, and have its own distribution service that can
avoid the MeJew monopoly on the publishing industry.

Universities should be encouraged to pursue “MeJew
Studies” which looks into the crimes against humanity
perpetrated by the MeJews. PhD students should be
encouraged to take up this specialty. Professors should be
encouraged to write books about the topic and place them
free on the internet or be published in paper form by
publishers who are independent of the MeJew publishing
monopoly. The MJP needs to establish internet interest
groups and educate the general public around the world to
make people aware just to what extent they are being
abused and exploited by the MeJews. This new awareness
should generate anger so that the Goy will become much
more conscious of MeJew abuse and exploitation of the
Goy and lash out against their MeJew oppressors.
g)

Relocate Israel, Restore Palestine to the Palestinians

Longer term, the MJP should push its politicians to support
the creation of a new Israel, giving the worldwide Jewish
community a homeland, but not Palestine, which was
stolen from the Palestinians, through Jewish death squads
and US military equipment. The Israelis should be
encouraged to rehouse to an area which they buy, with the
agreement of the sellers, and not stolen, the way the
MeJews stole Palestine, that earned them the disgust of the
world.
LIST of MEjew CRIMES
To help motivate the creation of the MJP, here is a partial
list of the massive crimes against humanity that the

MeJews have committed, and some suggestions as to what
can be done to combat them.
1) Massive Structural Theft by MEjew Central Banksters
The greatest crime committed by the MeJews is their
creation of private central debt banks with the power of
printing money, which they can then use to bribe politicians
to do what the MeJew banksters want. The primary target
of the MJP should be to take down these MeJew central
debt banksters. The MJP should encourage the idea that it
is the civic duty of anyone of bachelor degree level or
above to understand how the MeJew central debt banksters
rob populations of about half of their tax money. The
essence of this theft is as follows. A government wants to
spend more money than it receives in taxes. It takes out a
loan from its country’s MeJew central debt bank, say for a
trillion dollars. The MeJew central bank prints the money at
almost zero cost (“out of thin air”) and gives it to the
government, which then spends it, causing inflation, since
more dollars are now in circulation for the same number of
goods and services, so prices go up, lowering the living
standard of the population. The government then further
taxes its population to pay back the loan WITH INTEREST,
to the MeJew central debt bank. Since the MeJew central
debt bank created this money out of thin air, this extra tax
money is sheer profit (theft) for them. Since the interest on
the “loan” usually amounts to about the same amount of
money as the principal (the amount lent) the MeJew central
debt bank profits greatly from this interest (with the
principal returning to the government.) This massive scam

of the MeJew central debt banksters is truly abusive and
deserves the hatred of the population smart enough to
understand how the scam works.
The MJP should encourage each person to teach two other
people how this MeJew central debt bankster crime works,
so that exponential growth will educate millions of people
to become angry at the abuse and exploitation of the goy
(including ordinary Jews as well, who are just as much
exploited) by these heartless, callous MeJew banksters. (A
useful YouTube video on this is the 5 part lecture by Mike
Maloney, especially lecture 4) The MJP should also teach
the population that the MeJew central debt banksters are
large MeJew bankers. The US Federal Reserve System
which was set up in 1913 and signed into US law by
President Wilson, who was bribed by MeJews (a crime in
itself, that needs to be fully studied) is in reality a private
banking cartel comprised of (mostly?) MeJew controlled
banks, modeled on the Bank of England that was set up by
the most hateful MeJew family in history, namely the
Rothschilds. Eustace Mullins, the pioneer who exposed the
racket of the US Fed, claims that the primary function of
MeJew central debt banks is to finance wars, so that
governments have to borrow heavily from the MeJew
central debt banks to buy munitions and pay soldiers. These
MeJew central debt banksters then profit enormously from
the huge interest paid by the borrowing governments,
which ultimately comes from the tax money of the
populations at war. A blatant example of this callousness
was the dirty deal made between the Rothschilds in Europe
and Lord Balfour in the UK during WW1. The Rothschilds

believed in the ancient Jewish prophecy that Jews would
rule the world from Palestine, so they had their agents pay
Hitler early in his career (early 1920s) to allow him to force
complacent assimilated German Jews to move from
Germany to Palestine. The Rothschilds bought land in
Palestine and paid for many Jews to migrate to Palestine.
The Rothschilds suggested to Lord Balfour, a former prime
minister of the UK and a Zionist that the US would come
into WW1 if the British government would promise
Palestine to the Jews. The Rothschilds then persuaded their
American MeJew collaborator Zionists to launch an anti
German media campaign in the US that would stir up a real
hatred against the Germans (the “Hun”). Since these
American MeJews controlled most of the US media at the
time, they were able to get away with this massive
deception. This utter callousness of the European and
American MeJews shown towards the soldiers of the US,
Britain, France, Germany etc who then fought on for a
further two years, resulting in another 10 million soldier
deaths, all for the sake of the establishment of Israel in
Palestine, shows the utter contempt of these MeJews for the
lives of the Goy (the non Jews). The Germans learned
about this dirty deal between the Rothschilds and Lord
Balfour at the Peace Conference in Versailles in 1919 and
felt stabbed in the back by their own traitorous German
MeJews. Up until the arrival of the Americans in WW1, the
war was going in their favor. Eustace Mullins claims that it
is no coincidence that WW1 started a mere year after the
US Fed (the MeJew central debt bank) was set up in 1913.
The billions extracted from American tax payers starting in
1913 was then lent to the UK to go to war with Germany,

whose superior industrial productivity was bankrupting the
UK. WW1 and WW2 was all about destroying Germany,
using MeJew money, leading to huge interest payments to
MeJew central debt banksters. Full details of this type of
utter contempt for the lives of ordinary people as shown by
MeJew banksters needs to be fully researched and made
scientifically and historically watertight, and then sold to
the world, so that the MeJews are prosecuted, the prime
aim of the MJP.
2) MEjew Central Banksters Generate Depressions
The MeJew central debt banks of nations have another
power that is as hatable as the above, namely the power to
determine interest rates on loans from banks across their
countries. This allows the MeJew central debt banksters to
create booms and busts (the so-called “business cycle”) at
their will. For example, in the US in the 1920s, the “roaring
20s” the US MeJew central debt bank (the Fed) kept
interest rates on loans low, and the money supply ample, so
that ordinary citizens could get loans easily, and the
economy boomed. New businesses were created, and hence
new wealth. People worked hard for their own profit. Then
the MeJew bankers, who were members of the MeJew
central debt bank, decided it was time to “reap” from the
population. They pulled out of the booming stock market at
its height, flushed with cash, then raised the interest rate, so
that people could not repay their debts. They went broke
and were forced to sell their assets at cents on the dollar
which were bought by the MeJew banksters, making them
even richer. A great economic depression followed in the

1930s, many committed suicide, and the MeJew banksters
raked in the real assets. This is evil on a massive scale,
which is why the MeJews are labeled MeJews, they are a
small minority of Jews who are massively evil and easily
merit our hatred.
3) MEjew Central Debt Banksters Push for War
The MEjew central banksters profit most when
governments they lend to are at war, so it is in the self
interest of MEjew central banksters to promote war. For
example, as soon as the Rothschilds and their agents in the
US created the Fed and the IRS in the US in 1913, they
were able to give the UK enough money (according to
Eustace Mullins) to go to war against Germany, which was
outcompeting the UK in the international market place
with Germany’s superior engineering and productivity, etc.
In 1916, the Rothschilds contacted Lord Balfour in the UK,
with the dirty deal mentioned above, to promise the
Rothschilds to give Palestine to the Zionists in exchange
for the MEjews bringing the US into WW1, thus tipping
the balance in favor of the UK, France, etc. The MEjews in
the US controlled a lot of the media, and when they heard
of the Balfour declaration in 1917, they went on a publicity
blitz, reversing their attitude towards Germany overnight.
Prior to the Balfour declaration, these US media MEjews
were anti Czar, and hence pro Germany, since in WW1,
Germany was fighting Russia. These MEjews then whipped
up a media frenzy against “the Hun” and brought the US
into WW1. In 1916, Germany was suggesting to the UK a
peace treaty, to restore international borders to pre 1914

and the UK government was seriously considering it, until
it received Rothschild’s proposal, which the UK
government accepted, because it wanted to win WW1. So,
thanks to the MEjews, especially the Rothschilds, WW1
was doubled in length, 10 million more British, French,
German etc soldiers died and the MEjew banksters made
huge profits on the loans they made to these governments at
war, and on both sides!
WW2 was similar. The Rothschilds and other similar
MEjews bribed Churchill, Roosevelt, to push for war
against Germany, since WW1 had not destroyed Germany,
thanks to Hitler. In fact, MEjews supported Hitler
financially, early in his career, because he hated the
MEjews so much. The Rothschilds wanted the Jews to
move to Palestine (Israel). The Rothschilds were true
believers in the Kabbala (the Jewish mystical philosophy),
which prophesized that the world would be ruled by the
Jews and from Jerusalem. Supporting Hitler would
motivate ordinary assimilated and comfortable Jews in
Germany to move to Palestine. Poland was controlled by
MEjews who massacred many Germans, forcing Hitler to
invade Poland. This gave the UK and France the excuse
they needed to go to war again with Germany, to finish
what they had failed to finish in WW1.
The utter callousness of the MEjews, especially of the
Rothschilds, and the like (e.g. the Schiffs, who paid for the
transport of Trotsky (MEjew name – Bronstein) and quarter
Jew Lenin and other MEjews to Russia to foment a MEjew
putsch against the Russians in 1917. The Schiffs ended up

with a large hunk of the Czar’s gold, and 60+ million white
Christian Russians were holocausted by Trotsky’s “red”
Russian army, a far larger holocaust than anything Hitler
did to the Jews) makes them hatable. These MEjews care
nothing for the lives of tens of millions of people. They are
history’s greatest criminals, since they are the people
behind, the enablers of, the great dictators, Lenin, Stalin,
Hitler, Mao etc. They started the two world wars, and the
less major wars since then. Any country not having a
MEjew central debt bank is invaded by countries that do
have one, e.g. recently, Iraq, Libia, etc. Hence these
MEjews have indirectly killed hundreds of millions of
people. They are truly hatable.
4) MEjew Banksters Assassinate US Presidents
There is a pattern in US history. Whenever a US president
throws out the MEjew central debt bank system (in which
the interest on government debt paid by tax payers, ends up
in the pockets of MEjew banksters who are members of the
private MEjew central debt bank) those banksters arrange
for the assassination of that president. The most famous
such cases are Lincoln, and JFK. In the 19th century,
President Jackson fought tooth and nail against the US
Central Bank and was almost assassinated with two pistols
thrust into his stomach, but both failed to fire. His dying
words were “I killed the bank!”
5) MEjew Neocons Make the US Pay for Israel’s Wars

The MEjews in the US have become so powerful, that US
politicians are afraid of the Jewish lobby. AIPAC
(American Israel Public Affairs Committee) is the most
powerful lobby in the US. If AIPAC wants the US to go to
war with one of Israel’s enemies, then US politicians don’t
dare object, because if they do, they will lose their next
election because the MEjews in the Fed (the MEjew central
debt bank) can simply print money for free and finance
heavily the opponent of the offending politician at the next
election and wipe him off the political map. The past few
wars that Israel wanted have been, Iraq, Libya, Afghanistan,
etc. Such wars cost several trillion dollars each, all paid for
by US taxpayers. These wars have impoverished the US.
Recently, an Israeli president (Sharon) boasted to an Israeli
newspaper that “We control the US congress.” He is right.
It is simply unacceptable that 2% of the US population (US
Jews) control the other 98%. In fact, it is only a few
thousand MEjews who are the controllers. This would not
be a problem if these MEjews were loyal Americans, but
they are not. They are Jews, and Jews are fiercely tribal.
They are extremely loyal to themselves, which is how they
survived as a coherent people, even though dispersed over
the world. In today’s world, most Jews, including MEjews,
are loyal to Israel (i.e. stolen Palestine). So, in effect, US
citizens are paying trillions of dollars for wars that are not
in their interest, but are very much in the interest of Israel,
and definitely in the interests of MEjew banksters, who
profit mightily from US government debt interest payments.
This situation is simply immoral and hatable.

6) US Aid of Billions of Dollars a Year to Israel
Israel is not a poor country, yet the US gives it several
billion dollars a year in “aid” to keep it afloat. It also gives
billions a year to Egypt to bribe it not to go to war with
Israel. How did this come about? Israel has no oil. The
Arabs, have the oil that the US so desperately needs, so
why on earth would the US government so antagonize the
Arabs by defending and financially supporting Israel by
giving it so much aid each year? Why indeed? The answer
is due to the MEjews. Any US politician who criticizes
Israel’s desires commits political suicide. As a result, the
US is hated by Arabs, since Israel would not have existed
without US support. MEjews bribed Truman $2M for his
reelection campaign in 1948 so that he would have the US
vote in favor of the creation of Israel at the UN in the same
year. Israel is complaining bitterly that Iran may soon have
the bomb, yet Israel has hundreds of nuclear bombs of its
own, so which is the rogue state? Israel’s theft of Palestine
made it hated by the Arabs. They tried to wipe out Israel in
several wars, but each time were defeated due to the
support of US military aid and money. Correspondingly,
the Arabs hate the US as much as they do Israel.
Once the MJP has been successful in stripping MEjews of
their power, all such aid to Israel needs to be cut. Since
Israel still has its bombs, another Israel, in another location,
will need to be found, as discussed in g) above.

